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This manual covers Type E2 timers Rev 2
Rev 2 timers have a red face plate

DTox timers and software are under continuous development and as a result any
images and screen grabs may not accurately reflect the current versions of either.

Any clarification requests or suggestions about this manual can be addressed to
info@4dfx.com.au

The latest version of this document is always available at
www.4dfx.com.au/DTox
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The DTox E2 timer is an experimental device, just like your free flight 
model.

Determining the suitability of the timer for your particular application is 
solely your responsibility, and you take all responsibility for any 

outcome in its use.

Nothing is infallible, and the DTox E2 timer fits into this category.

http://www.4dfx.com.au/DTox


FEATURE DESCRIPTION

The DTox E2-type timer is designed for the increasingly popular E36 class of aero-
models and provides the simplest interface for motor and D/T selection. The unit is 
also capable of accepting input from an RDT unit. Motor control is via a separate ESC
which also supplies power to the unit. . 
Do not connect a battery greater than 5 volts directly to the timer, the servo will 
most likely be destroyed.

 Figure I

RESET:  This button resets the timer and returns the servo arm to the ‘park’
position.

START:  pushing this button starts the motor and prepares for the timing 
sequence. Timing does not begin until the button is released (when
you launch the model).

SELECTORS:  Motor run time and D/T times are selected with these rotary 
switches

HEART:  Various flash sequences to indicate timer status.. 

BESC:  Connection from the BESC which supplies power to the unit, and 
a signal line from the timer controlling the motor.. 

RDT:  Optional connection for RDT unit. 
Take care and observe the correct polarity when connecting BESC and RDT

EXTERNAL
SWITCH:

 An additional start switch (momentary action normally off), may 
be connected to allow for individual position preferences. The 
action of the standard start switch is unaffected.

WEIGHT: 5.5gm
SIZE: 41mm x 23mm
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TIMER OPERATION
There is no provision for turning the timer off. The unit will become active as soon as 
the main battery (powering the motor) is connected. When power is applied to the unit
(BESC powers up) the servo will move the arm to park position and the timer is ready
for action.
Set desired motor and D/T time (see table below), push start switch (motor starts), and
when released timer starts. Pressing reset during the timing sequence will terminate 
timing and return to wait state. After D/T time has expired you need to press reset 
switch to reset timer and return servo arm to closed position.

The servo arm can be made to move to the open position by pressing and holding the 
reset button then pressing the start button then releasing both. To return the servo arm 
to the standby position, press and release the reset button. 

TIMER PROGRAMMING
Motor and D/T times are set using the two rotary switches. The table indicates the 
times associated with each switch position.

Motor 
switch 
position

Motor time
(seconds)

D/T 
switch 
position

D/T time
(seconds)

0# 0.0 (no motor run) 0* Motor + 1.5

1 2.0 1* Motor + 3.0

2 3.0 2* Motor + 6.0

3 4.0 3* Motor + 15.0

4 5.0 4 60.0

5 10.0 5 120.0

6 15.0 6 180.0

7 20.0 7 240.0

8 25.0 8 300.0

9 30.0 9 360.0

Note: all times are in seconds.
# If no motor run is selected, the motor will not start when the start button is pressed.
* D/T positions 0, 1, 2 &3 are incremental, the time is added to the motor run time.
   e.g. If Motor selected is position 3 (4.0 seconds), and D/T selected is position 1
   (Motor + 3.0), the actual D/T will be 4 + 3 = 7 seconds.
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RDT
Activating the RDT unit, if one has been fitted to the model, will immediately 
advance the timer to the D/T state and release the D/T arm. If the timer was still in the
motor active period, the motor will be shut off and the timer advanced to the D/T state
one and a half seconds later.
To activate the RDT function a negative pulse (0 volt) of at least 4ms duration applied
to the RDT input is required. Pulses shorter than this may not be captured by the 
timer. Longer pulses can also be used. The RDT function is only active during the 
timing phase and applying the RDT signal at any other time has no effect. 
Should your chosen RDT unit send a positive pulse, the firmware on the timer can be 
modified to accommodate.

INSTALLATION NOTES

Wiring diagram

The timer should be firmly mounted in a position on the model that allows ease of 
use, such that holding the start switch down and releasing it when launching the 
model does not require undue contortion.

 Four 1.6mm mounting holes are provided in the face plate. When mounting the unit 
ensure that the servo arm has proper clearance, a jammed servo can break.
A cavity depth of 8.5mm is required to house the timer.
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The D/T arm comes with an insulated sleeve. Do not remove this sleeve as it protects 
against the possibility of the exposed BESC terminals shorting against the arm.
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